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Many Americans live most of their lives with little contact with
doctors, lawyers. or accountants. but it is more difficult to
imagine a person h a ~ i n glittle or n o da!-to-day contact with
architecture.' People may see a doctor twice a year. have their
taxes done o n c e a year. and have a attorney draft a will once in
their life. yet t h e j uill sleep. eat. w o r k govern, transact. learn.
entertain. procreate. l i ~ e and die - in buildings. At first glance
this relationship between the ilrnericari public and architects
t
hut upon serious consideration
map appear s o m e ~ $ h aremoxed.
the correlation is undeniable. honetheless. there are rumblings
within the profession, academj. and society concerning the
increasing irrelevance and distrust of architects. T h a t lies at the
heart of this? Khat can be done to reverse it? Is this
disconnection justifiable?

-

It is time for a reelahation of the may architecture is
approached. taught, and practiced. \hat can we learn from
other professions and disciplines that might aid architecture in
bridging t h e gap bet\+een architects and society? What neu
methods of teaching arid practice might improve t h e strained
relationship? Does the rather apolitical and value-free ethical
stance of architecture exacerbate this gap? a4rchitectural pedagogy and curricula must never go unquestioned because so much
is at stake i n t h e culture at large.? We need to arrice at a core
understanding of. and criticall! evaluate \%hat is a n d isn't
taught. understood. culturallj and mora!lj T alued. a n d learned
~ i t h i nthe schools of architecture.

THE SOCIO-ARCHITECTURAL GAP
First n e may begin b! examining t h e disjunction of American
culture and architects. This disjunction prevails at many lecels.
from the disenfranchisement of architects b! engineers. project
managers. developers. builders. etc. to the public's understanding of \\hat architects are able to proxide.? Franldj. other
professions a n d specialists ha\e been better than architects at
selling their omn ~ a l u e resulting
.
in a common perception that

architects are the least important members in the design and
construction process?
As professionals. architects must learn to constantly prove their
calue to clients (rich and poor. public and private) in order to
sunive. Sadly, this is not often taught in any architecture
schools - think of the uproar. '-You want to commodifq
architecture?!"" B j continually ignoring the constraints of the
business world and forgoing a basic understanding of how to
p r o ~ i d e clients a service. this is exactly r\hat architecture
schools have pushed themselves to - producing designers who
onlj h o w h o to
~ procide a kind of "cultural capital" to rich
esthetes who reifii their cultural importance by patronizing
expensixe cutting-edge d e s i p 5 Garq Stevens states it directly.
architects '"seek a prestige.. . with the ~ e a l t h yand powerful and
with forms that suggest their earlier periods of d o m i n a n ~ e . " ' ~
This self-imposed de-selection from most of the design opportunities in the nation today compounds itself into a more
damaging public perception of architects. In short, architects
have a difficult time truly understanding and connecting with
the majority of people.
One doesn't need to search long to find examples of how
entrenched the public misconception of what architects provide
is. On several occasions. my father. a graduate of the Uni~ersitj
of Cincinnati's DLAP a n d a retired building and project
manager consigned architects to simplj '-monument makers"*unnecessary players in all coristruction endealors save artistic
expression and narcissistic extralagance. I n more w a y than
one. architects hace prided themsehes on this persona.- As a
result. architects are ohen kiewed as recalcitrant and arrogant
artists unaware of the reality that surrounds them. and this is an
attitude historically all too frequentl! embraced by architects
and their theories. It is n o accident that A!n Rand chose an
architect to be the Objectivist standard-bearer in The FountaiizIleacl.
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The nlarginalization of the architectural protession and the
iricr easing ad\ e r s i t ~and misunderstanding architects face in
American culture todaj can b e relersed if architects shed their
elitist attitudes and embrace a more team-building professional
role and a more coni~nunitj-minded. approach to their profession."n
the \lords of Peter Buchannan. a kind of '-depedistalisation"" must occur before meaningful dialog between
professional peers and clients can begin." To accomplish this. a
return to the morallj charged social idealism of the modernist
era could help.
The reestablishment of public trust; professional importance.
and moral voice must begin with architects' education. If a
student leaves school having never learned to communicate
with. or understand non-architects, o r the importance of their
fello~c-human beings (whether rich o r poor, designer or not).
then it is doubtful they will learn these core values on their own
later in professional practice. Architectural curricula can foster
a cultural self-awareness and understanding of the relationship
architects and their products have with society.1° This ongoing
critical dialog should permeate all facets of architectural
pedagogy, from experimentation. research. investigation, and
professional training: but most importantly - the nucleus of
architectural education, the design studio.
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This rnavericl; idea of cultural stenardship or t h e "social
project" is riot riel%in architecture.'" illiarn Ilorris a d \ o ~ a t e d
that architects needed to discontinue pedaling social capital arid
commit themfiehe> to bettering the \\orking c l a s s . ' T h e r e is
the litan! of Bauhauc-era socialists from Hannes RIeyer to Ernst
IIa!. and yet these architects' attempts at improving the lcelfare
of the poor worliing class are quicld! dismissed. In contempor a 3 times. sociall! concerned architects such as Hasan Fathy
and Samuel Rloclcbee are too often treated as footnotes in
architectural discourse. Architects who have striven to make
significant inroads to a more sustainable design ethic. like
Buckminster Fuller and Billiam AIcDonough. a r e met with
similar treatment.
It seems architecture often points to such Modernist disasters as
Pruitt-Igoe and the crippling critique of Jane Jacobs' The Death
and Life of Great American Cities as justification to not venture
into the realm of social acti~ismor speak out on moral and
political issues. However. the failure of early modernism's
attempts a t social architecture lies not in the fact that socially
responsible architecture is a utopian pipedream, but in the
supposed ideal of a new universal language couched in the
methods employed to design the building^.'^^ These methods
were formulated in schools. are still learned in schools. and
steeped in a n insular Iacuum of social elitism - fostered by the
percasive sense of the artistic genius that is nurtured in studio.

PEDAGOGICAL SHIFT
The design studio is perhaps one of the most praised and
decried methods of teaching existing todaj.ll Steeped in the
Beaux-.Arts model of the IIaster/Pupil relationship (which often
de~olvesinto a IllasterlServant relationship)12.the studio model
of educating architects has prolen to be a poverful tool in the
formation of students' attitudes a n d habits. often times with
negative side effects that remain with students for the rest of
their career.13 Architecture educators must strir e to understand
hou the design studio affects the lives of future architects. who
in turn. affect the lives of society a t large.
According to 'Amos Rappoport, architects exist to s e n e society
as "'surrogates for users. delegated to do what users cannot. or
caimot vie14
do not wish to do for themselves.'"'\Architects
themselves solely as detached artists. As Paul Igee noted, -"An
artist can paint square ~ h e e l sbut
. a n architect must make them
round.'"15 Architecture directl! serves pragmatic purposes:
more importantl!. it s e n es a broad public and culture - it is an
unmitigated public and political act.16 Students and professionals should remember that the! a r e in a position of sercice.
Architects design for a large body of clients that reaches far
bejond the signature on their paychecks: they are. as a
profession. responsible for the health, safetj and welfare of the
whole of society.'- X greater understanding of. and genuine
care for the world should extend far bejond the opinions of
studio professors arid students. Architects must learn to answer
to persons other than thernseh es.

Essentially, architects are taught to design from within -that
innovative, good design is an individualized, intuitive process.
rather than an analytical or participatory one. Architects.
particularly uhile in school. design countless critically unexamined solutions vith an air of certain genius without eler
poking their head out their 14indow to see what t h e world might
actually think of their designs. \ h e n designing the Mlla
Radleuse workers' housing. Le Corbusier was confounded by
workers reluctance to adopt his designs. Rather than ask a
\\orkel what they would lihe. Le Corbusier suggested that
workers b e taught to like nhat h e instinctively h e w as the best
design for their patterns of living.?' This sad ~ e a l i t yhas not
improxed. As a student, I was suddenly stunned b! the
absurdit! of this situation. I mas once displajing a school design
to my mother-in-la\%. a teacher. who in sheer disbelief asked.
"leu designed a school and never once came to a teacher for
adlice?" Indeed I had not. nor were an) teachers a t the final
relie\\ -just two architecture professors and mq tired studiomates.
This attitude is inculcated in architectural pedagogy. Both the
Beaux ,Arts and Bauhaus traditions of architectural education
are founded on the same basic principle, that architects are
trained to b e experts who eschew an! inclusive design process
where all parties' inputs are equall? lalued in favor of a sort of
detached, posithist desimn method that hinges o n the lone
?
e x p e r t " ~"unitarj perspectir e." As Sherrq Ahrentzen illustrates.
this macho perspective grous onlj more elitist when com-
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pounded \tith t h e fact that architects tjpicall~design only for
those in pox+er. ignoiing the koice of the di-enfranchised and
also reinforcing a kind of patria~chical"hIarlboro Man myth"
about architects.?' This perspecthe g r m s onlj more elitist
u h e n compounded uith the fact that architects design ~nostl:,
f o ~those in poner. ignoiing t h e xoice of the diqenfranchi~ed.'~
This inxtard-loolting mind-iet continues in the rontempora?
academ!: \ \ h e n asked if humanitarian outleach had begun to
make its u a y into architecture schools. Cameron Sinclair.
founder of lrchitecture for Hun~anitj, responded. '"I don"t
think that they have e\en ~tarted."-~
1t-s t i ~ n eto shed t h e poisonous air of solo genius that has been
coupled with a pervasive moral agnosticism since the collapse
of l\lodernism a n d embrace pedagog of teamworlt and mutual
respect." An understanding of. and compassion for. people
both in and out of architecture and the established power
structures must b e instilled in future architects. If the architectural profession is going to remain relevant to society and m a k e
a meanin,&l
positive impact on hnerican culture. it must
embrace an overdue stance of multi-disciplinary integration in
the design process. e should jettison the meaningless ""ualuefree' expression" of todaj's trendiest architectural theories a n d
return to a profession of social a c t i ~ i s m . ' ~
The roots of architecture's cultural atrophj lies primarily within
its insular and morally void pedagogy. and a critical examination of possible improvements should be made. In doing so. it is
imperative that t h e academ! step outside its heretofore narrow
bounds and examine box\ similar disciplines teach future
practitioners a n d how these practitioners and their services are
received by the public. One such successful model is the field of
historic preservation.?-

A NEW MODEL
Historic preservation. much like architecture. began in America
as an outlet for upperclass reification and cultural hegemony wealthy socialites politicking for the preservation of homes a n d
monuments of famous rich men.28 Yet it has quicldj moved
into the realm of astute grassroots cross-cultural activism while
maintaining a constant state of critical self-reflection and social
r e s p ~ n s e . ?Lnlilte
~
architectural theory, uhich has been likened
to a .'theoretical cul-de-sac". that laclts a meaningful "culturalist
perspecti~e."~' contemporaq historic presenation theory is
rooted in a dynamic. non-ethnocentric and non-power-based
understanding a n d interpletation of culture. - one that is aware
of the roles the built enlironment and cultural traditions of
various groups play in both the individual and collective
thoughts and identities of a society." Educators such as Linda
Groat hare been calling for architects to act as "cultivators," or
someone who would "deri~e her essential character from
relations with a n d among other people." and study not o n b .
aesthetic or technical concerns of the built world. but t h e

intcrnox en "meanings that these physical artifacts haxe xzithin
a gixen culture or cultures" as well.3- F h i l e architectural
throrists mull oxer the possibility. historic preser~ationand its
m!riad hosts of practitioners energeticall! generating. disseminating. and appl>ing cultural understanding \kith a refreshing.
inclusi~e-minded a p p r ~ a c h . ~ '
The desire to understand our cultures and s e n e societj in an
integrated. team-building fashion can he found in the Aational
Council for Preserxation Education-s Standards for H~stonc
P ~ e s e natlon Degee Grantnlg Graduate and Lndergraduate
Progmms. In this document. ACPE requires that programs not
onlj proxide coursework in "the history of the designed
environment"' and -.the history a n d theorj of preservation." but
also specialized courseuork in six key components: design.
technolog, economics. law, planning, and curating. Tithin the
component of design, a program should tackle issues of
"appropriateness. restoration, rehabilitation. in-fill, exterior and
interior concerns at a varietj of scales. and their effect on
buildings, neighborhoods, communities and land~capes."~"n
addition. \CPE strives to foment a pedagou of integration and
cooperation that recognizes the importance of the "plurality of
disciplines:" programs are to provide "experience in and
engender respect for [the] interdisciplinaq nature and the
recognition that preservation focuses on cooperatixe w o r l ~ " " ~
Overall. historic preservation programs are succeeding in this
mandate. F-hat is interesting to note is xvho is not considered a
team player u h e n in comes to professional cooperation. At the
1998 Annual Preservation Trades Networl\ Conference. the one
profession that was repeatedly mentioned as antagonistic and
aloof was ar~hitecture.~'As architecture sees an increasing
amount of its professional scope fall within the realm of historic
presercation (estimated at over 50%). it is wise that the
profession become more comfortable in its inclusive environment of team bui1ding.jIn addition to the diverse interdisciplinaq approach of historic
presenation. a definite spirit of public responsibility and
outreach are evident. As a student of the Building Presenation
and Restoration Program at Belmont Technical College. not
only did u e x+ork on intensive individual and group projects.
but \+ere actively encouraged to offer aid to outside groups and
individuals in the area. Students formed a loose collective that
offered pro-bono building analysis and ad\ice as uell as elected
a representathe to the department's student position on the
executive board of the local preser~ationsociety.
Irchitectural curricula uould stand to gain a wealth of
professional and social credence it they co-opted much of
historic presercation-s approach to education and society.
Essentiall!. architectural pedagogy must become more grounded in the stuff of the ordinary, not in an ahstract. morally-xoid.
postmodern or deconstructixist fashion. but in a manner that
recognizes a need for teaching future architects the necessitj of
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underftancling the dernands of buildings. t h e peoplc \tho use
them. and the social htructures they operate within. ' I s seen in
t h e presmation nlolement. the distinction hetueen architecture vith a capital A and architecture nith a lover-case a must
cease if alchitecture is to gain any broad cultural relelance or
reconnection bet\+een the reahn of artful criticism and the
mundane dernands of people concerned with e\ei!thing from
economics to social justice.'"
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Fourthlj. and perhapi most irnportmtl!. architectural p e d a g o g
rnust thrust itself into the m e s j realm of ethic<. Architects arid
alchitectural pedagog must iind theii moral ~ o i c eif they e l e l
hope to l i ~ eu p to their calling as leaders. This mean3
architecture should constantl! examine what it produces (or
what it could p r o d u ~ ein reaction against oppressike systems
arid constructions) and ho\\ these products \+ill aifect societ?.

REEXAMIKIKG T H E CDC
REFORMULATION
Sociallj and professionally conscious curricula mould entail
four elements. First. a palpable team-building. interdisciplinary
approach to design would be present. Worliing as a team
reduces the design heroics that only foster a sense of
competition and arrogance among students. A successful
program encourages students to take classes outside architecture's narrow bounds. like historj. s o c i o l o ~ .business, and
psychologj. in addition to including a strong non-architect
presence throughout the length of the course - people who
questions assumptions and aids in more informed decisionmalting regarding their area of expertise. Additionallj. greater
effort should be made to educate non-architects about design.
whether it is through increasing courses offered to non-design
majors or mandatory student participation in college-vide
student organizations.
Secondl!. architecture departments might require their facultj
to d o research that ~ o u l dnot only aid in t h e understanding of
t h e importance and impact architecture has on societ!. but also
aid in disseminating design innovations t o the professional
body. This would assist students in acquiring an increased
amount of lmouledge regarding t h e world in which the) \%ill
build and the people they will build for. and it would also
reduce the amount of unproductive competition and secrec!
currentlj hamstringing the p r o f e ~ s i o n . ~Research
~
into Post
Occupancj Evaluation. human behavioralisnl (a neu venture
into arclzltectural psj choloa?). design innovation. new technology, and current social. political. and economic trends are just a
feu lie! topics worth further stud?.
Third. a greater importance is placed on s e n i c e learning and
practical experience building. The defeatist attitudes man!
architecture students assume from constant pressure and
critique as well as the uncertainlg of their careers upon
graduation can be o \ e r ~ o m e . ~4' "culture of optimism'" could
b e culti~atedwhen students move f1o1n creating untested ideas
manifested on14 on paper (therefore easilj dismissed) to
successfull\ designing built objects. or simply seeing their
activit! and output. whate\er it niaj be. directl? aftect a
neiuhborhood or group. thereby generating a reservoir of
0.
positire experience and creating confidence in their ovn
abilities.

Perhaps one of t h e best r+ajs of producing this reformulation is
for N U B to mandate the creation of a Community Design
Center (CDC) in e v e 9 architecture school. one that is a nonprofit. university accredited. government-sanctioned. design
organization. modeled off the CDCs existing in small numbers
in the US.?? Historicallj. CDCs have been with us for decades
in minute numbers. operating on the peripherj of the architectural curriculum a n d in xarjing degrees of student inkolvement
and social interaction. However. these new Community-Universit\ Joint Design Centers (CLJDCs) would create a standard
CDC found in each accredited architecture program.
and offer a
- uide range of services that assist people usuallg ignored by the
profession, as well as pro~idinga better education to tomorrow's
architects by allowing students prolonged and direct involvement nith people and in places normally far-removed from the
college campus a n d students' cultural comfort-zones.
In addition to architecture students a n d recently registered
architects staffing- t h e CLJCD, students a n d professionals from
allied professions and non-related fields such as business.
accounting, s o c i o l o ~and history could be represented i n the
CUJDC. providing the needed support in understanding and
critical analysis of trends and undercurrents within the cultures
and economies t h e centers find themselves ~ o r l i i n g .Furthermore. this blending of multiple disciplines and organizations in
a di~ersified educational environment would foster a highlj
productive and dynamic crucible for learning as proven by
Miami Unitersity's Center For Community Engagement. where
students are thrust directlj into the social and political fabric of
CincinnatiSsOver-The-Rhine neighborhood. worlung ~ i t mulh
tiple non-profit organizations on projects karying from lo\+income apartment renox ations to sociallj auare agit/prop
artistic installations in a collecti~e effort to empower the
neighborhood." h17 personal experience of p r o ~ i d i n garchitectural senices to a local organization dedicated to providing
housing for Cincinnati's urban poor have been motivating as
well as eye-opening: nolthere else ha\ e I gained such direct a n d
visceral understanding of people and ideas I ha\ e previousl!
not been exposed to. The results of such a n institution a s the
CUJCI) uould benefit pri~ate citizens from all classes and
cultures. and government*. as \+ell as the profession of
architecture. T h e CLJDC uould be instrumental in proling to
the public the fundamental importance of good design and
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professional arcllitcctural s e n it es ap uell as pro\ iding them
\+it11 the same. This can happen in a ~ a r i e t jof n a ~ s . "
The CLJDC could offer free public lectures and exhibits
regarding design. local architecture. and urban planning. In
essence. the CLJDC would function as a marketing tool for
design ax+areness and activism. The CUJDC would aid the
profession in demonstrating lalue in architecture and the
senices architects provide. thereb! rescuing the profession
froni its current rnarginalization b! increasing the relevance and
import of architects through the introduction of the power of
good design to the general public.
Furthermore. the CLJDC would function as a meeting place for
open forums regarding upcoming public works projects such as
bridges and courthouses. and pri~atede~elopmentlilie stadiums and highrises. Citizens could learn about, offer critique of.
and become more enfranchised in the design of their surroundings. informing the CLJDC of uhat might encompass a better,
more responsive counter-scheme to the proposals presented.
The effects of this facet of t h e CLJDC could be far-reaching. as
Brussels' Atelrer de Recherche et dYctlons Di-bums (-1RAU)
proxed to be in the 1970s. Staffed primaril) by students, t h e
1 R i L was successful i n "its demjstification of the architectural
affair" by organizing. informing. and presenting alternatile
design schemes to proposed urban projects: the citizens of
Brussels became educated and full! aware of the designing of
their city. The social design actixism of the GR4L created a
public inlested in their surroundings that resulted in ending
the "policy of clandestine urbanism" perpetrated b j those in a
position of economic a n d political pouer (who were largely
responsible for most of t h e architectural failures in the city). As
a result, the urban planning of Brussels became more dernocratic. where design decisions were made and approxed by an
informed public.?> This effect could snowball into serious
cultural change within t h e profession as well. BJ actively
seeking out an audience replarl! passed over by the haute
culture of architecture a n d malting the benefits of quality
architecture more visible to a population of people u h o are
rarely introduced to design (such as the working class and
minorities). a more diverse group of people might enter the
profession upon realizing its abilitj to empo\+er themselves and
their community." This would be a boon to the profession as
groups prex iouslj distanced from architecture begin to seek out
the professional help of ar~hitecta.~.
Students working at the CLJDC vould r e c e i ~ ecollege credit for
a multitude of design services. This could include aiding the
ualli-in public with small project code rexiel\ (providing t h e
necessan, permit drawings and documentation): and limited
design s e n ice (from drafting, re\ ieu. and full-scale design) lilie
porches. bedroom additions. small business etc. for people who
typicall) flj under the radar of traditional design firms because
the! can not afford to hire a designer. In addition. students

mould rugage in large-scale schematic design of possible
counter-.cliemes to projects that could possiblj h a ~ edetrimental effect. on a neighl-~orhood or cornmunit! as \jell as
documenting instances where architecture has improved the
qualit! of life. The benefits of these exercises would include the
fostering of greater understanding of client relations and respect
for the dilerse cultures and traditions of the neighborhoods.
4s an added bonus, the improved public exposure of arrhitecture to non-architects mould increase a professional's chances
of gaining paying projects through networking at the CLJCD.48
Another benefit to society uould be the creation of a continually expanding group of philanthropic individuals and actile
tolunteers. People who freely give their time and money to
charitable causes continue to do so and continue to be active in
communitb life. Social recluses (isn't that everlone in studio?)
tend not volunteer or donate money a t
Finally. this new architectural volunteerism could effect perhaps the most profound opportunitj t h e CLJDC could afford
societ! - widespread. government-sponsored design projects.
Students and their mentors would \+orli together designing city
bus stops. park benches. garbage cans. etc. For the cost of the
physical maintenance of the CUJDC. a government could reap
untold sa~ingsin a multitude of areas ~ h i l ereamaliening
America's civic commitment to design in public vorlts
proje~ts.'~
It is time for architecture to stop waiting around for the next
artistic epoch and begin tending to its own relevance and
pernicious "thunderous silence" on moral issues.jl This needs
to begin
- at the root of how architecture is created. The tool
most effective in this change is architectural pedagogy. If
change is to be affected and effective, the academy, the
profession. and most importantly the people they all serve
should engage in a meaningful critical dialog with each other.
T h e results would be powerful and vital.
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